We see with our eyes. Really? Well, of course we don’t see anything without eyes. For decades, however, it has definitely been no secret that the images of what we see are indeed not formed in our eyes but in the visual cortices deep in our brains.

This fact constitutes the main problem for drawing the demarcation line between who can be included in the category “eye and vision researcher” and who would be better described as a brain scientist, studying the further processing of nerve impulses generated by light reception in the eye. This wording, however, already suggests that the demarcation line is drawn by the anatomical location of the respective research topics. To cut it short: behind the retina, where the image formed by light rays is converted into nerve impulses, you leave pure “eye and vision research” and enter “brain and vision research”.

In a nutshell, this distinction only serves the purpose of avoiding the well-known “apples-and-oranges” problem and, thus, makes comparable publication analysis of “eye and vision research” as solid as possible. In clinical practise, however, the benefit of the more or less analogous separation into the fields of ophthalmology and neurology has been sharply questioned, up until today.

Closer ties between ophthalmology and neurology?

Gordon Plant, retina expert from The National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery in London, for example, complains in the latest issue of Ocular Surgery News, “There are more ophthalmologists who are ignorant of neurology and more neurologists who are ignorant of ophthalmology than there were 20 years ago.” Something that he finds particularly disturbing, given the simple fact that “when one part of the nervous system is damaged, there are degenerative processes that are transmitted to other parts”. Therefore, he further asks via example, “Is glaucoma a neuro-degeneration or an optic neuropathy with secondary changes in the brain? Are the retinal changes in Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and multiple sclerosis secondary, or is the retina involved in the primary processes?”

Surely an interesting debate but let’s get back to our publication analysis. In addition to defining the conceptual boundaries of the field, our comparison of publication outputs was also met by methodological constraints that are inherent to this kind of analysis. Certainly, a couple of “top papers” on “eye and vision research” from the period 1998-2009 appeared in multidisciplinary science journals like Nature, Science or The New England Journal of Medicine. Nevertheless, at least for the comparison of the individual countries (see tables, p. 37), we had to restrict the publication analysis to the 56 expert journals selected from the subject category “Ophthalmology” in Thomson Reuters’ database Web of Science, which was used for this analysis. The reason is a technical one: Web of Science doesn’t provide any sufficiently reliable tools to automatically extract relevant “eye and vision research” articles from the multidisciplinary journals. Of course, as a result, some of the most prominent papers in the field have been omitted from the “country part” of the analysis.

England and Germany far ahead

Despite this limitation, however, we believe that a survey, restricted to the specialist journals only, still provides sufficiently valid indicators for the countries’ overall productivity in “eye and vision research”. On the contrary, rankings of the most-cited researchers and papers (see tables, p. 38) could be analysed from publications in all journals.

Now, finally, a few words about the results. As usual, the two big European research countries – England and Germany – also dominate the 1998-2009 publication analysis “eye and vision research”. In terms of both overall publication number and total ci-
tations, they came in very close together – with England ranking just slightly ahead of Germany. However, the gap between those two and France, third on the list, is considerably wider than in most of the other biomedical disciplines analysed in the earlier Lab Times issues. For example, the French only achieved about 30% of the total citations when compared to their English and German colleagues.

A strong publication performance was also provided by the “eye and vision researchers” based in The Netherlands. They produced “only” about 2,000 articles, which in turn have nevertheless received more than 27,000 citations to-date. This means that each 1998-2009 “eye and vision research” article from The Netherlands has been cited more than 14 times on average. This is clearly the highest citation-per-article ratio among all research nations, only Finland has halfway been able to follow at some distance (13.3). Surprisingly, Austria climbed to third place in this category – even though their average 11.4 citations per article already meant a considerably large span to the top.

Taken together, Europe’s “eye and vision researchers” didn’t quite come up to the publication performance of their US colleagues. The latter produced about 13% more articles in the expert journals, which in turn have attracted almost 35% more citations in total, to-date. Furthermore, Japan, Australia and Canada all ranked clearly ahead of France, the European third, when it comes to total citations.

The European countries result is nicely reflected by the list of the 30 most-cited “eye and vision researchers” (see table, p. 38): Three researchers from Vienna, led by Wolfgang Drexler in third position, made Austria the third most represented country in the list. England and Germany, on the other hand, both placed ten heads respectively among the top 30. Seven of the English colleagues were based in London, including Alan Bird, whose 1998-2009 publications collected by far the most total citations of all European “eye and vision researches”.

**Eye diseases, the rest and one “exotic” player**

As could be expected, the majority of the 30 most-cited heads are based in eye hospitals or ophthalmology institutes and, therefore, study eye diseases and their therapies. Alan Bird, the most-cited, for example, is an expert for retinal diseases such as retinal dystrophies and age-related macular disease. Further topics, which are predominantly represented by the clinical eye researchers in the list are glaucoma, retinitis pigmentosa, diabetic eye diseases, cataract surgery and corneal transplantation.

The 11 non-clinical eye researchers on the list are distributed as follows: three human geneticists, as represented by Frans Cremer (13th); three researchers from Medical Physics or Biophysics, including Wolfgang Drexler (3rd) and Pablo Artal (24th); two basic brain researchers whose focus is on the neurobiology of the retina, Andreas Reichenbach (10th) and Heinz Wässle (17th); and two researchers who study retina development and differentiation, William A. Harris (18th) and Jochen Wittbrodt (20th).

There remains “number 30”, Innes Cuthill, who rather constitutes a real “exotic” in the list. His topic is the ecology of vision including, for example, the interaction between ecological challenges and the acquisition of certain features and capabilities of animals’, mostly birds’, eyes. Thus, Cuthill very much seems like an “apple” among all the “oranges” of human eye (disease) researchers but, nevertheless, he can undoubtedly be regarded a true “eye and vision researcher”. Ralf Neumann
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